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1. Background
One of the biggest challenges in managing clinical trials’ central laboratory specimens is the increasing
complexity of the specimen requirements on individual trials. The higher complexity requires additional
effort and oversight to determine and execute specimen needs at each patient appointment. In
addition, the reference materials for the specimen management components frequently contain
contradictory or unclear information, which requires additional time and specific knowledge to obtain
clarification. Lastly, the format of the information provided by sponsor and central labs is not
standardized, so it requires additional time to become familiar with the provided information.
2. Goals
•
•
•
•

Develop a system that compiles and centralizes the specimen information coming from the
protocol, lab manuals, clarification letters, and other reference materials into one uniform
source
Reduce time and effort required to prepare, process, and ship central lab specimens
Reduce the number of specimen deviations
Utilize staff skills and knowledge by defining specific roles and responsibilities

3. Solutions and Methods
•
•

Created specimen guides and processing instruction to house the required information to
schedule, collect, process, and ship central lab specimens
Defined roles within the specimen team: junior level staff who complete the day-to-day
laboratory operations such as preparing, collecting, processing, and shipping specimens, and
senior staff who focus on trial specific information and interpreting protocols and lab manuals

4. Outcomes
We have implemented a system where senior laboratory staff create the documents (specimen guides,
processing instructions, and tissue guides) that house the information from all the reference materials
and sponsor clarifications in one location and in a single format. These documents are created during
trial start-up and updated with each trial amendment. Once these documents obtain dual review and
sign-off, they are a single source for the lab operations staff to use during preparing, collecting,
processing, and shipping specimens.
5. Lessons Learned
•

The process of creating the documents with centralized information is time consuming but the
time is recuperated in day-to-day operational steps
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•
•

Figure:

Having clear instructions for staff to follow has significantly reduced the number of protocol
deviations
The lab staff now have opportunities for advancement due to the different roles within the
team; moving forward, we are shifting the information from Word and Excel documents into a
lab information system which links to our clinical trials office patient management database

